EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON PERIOD III
1.	To what extent did the Congress of Vienna accept the ideas and achieve-
ments of Napoleon as a basis of European settlement ?       (ol '29.)
2.	Explain and illustrate the statement that the idea of nationality and the
sovereignty of the people seem to have been ignored by the "Congress
of Vienna^       ^	"        (ol'32.)
3.	What territorial adjustments were made by the Congress of Vienna with
the special object of preventing further French aggression, and to
what extent was the distribution of territory subsequently modified ?
(lgs *22.)
4* In what ways did the settlement made by the Congress of Vienna create
material for future disputes ?	(lm '31, nujb '31.)
5.	What was the Holy Alliance?   Describe briefly the part it played in
European politics.	(lgs '22.)
6.	Did the history of the restored monarchy in France, 1815-30, show that
the Bourbons had learned nothing and forgotten nothing ? (oc '30.)
7.	What differences became apparent between the European policy of
Great Britain and that of the Holy Alliance during the period of the
Congresses ?	(lgs '25.)
8.	" Between 1815 and 1830 reaction was supreme." Discuss this statement
in reference to (a) Germany and Austria, and (b) France.      (cl '30.)
9.	Describe the organisation of Germany between 1815 and 1848, and in-
dicate the principal factors working for and against unification during
that period.	(nujb '31, lm '25.)
10.	What circumstances led to the enunciation of the Monroe Doctrine, and
what was its effect on the general political situation in Europe ?
(lgs '25.)
11.	What is meant by the Eastern Question ?  Trace the steps by which the
Greeks won their independence.	(ol '29,)
12 * Compare the eastern policy of Canning with that of Metternich. (lgs '22.)
13.	Show how the foreign policy of this country under Castlereagh and
Canning differed from that of the other Great Powers.        (cl '32.)
14.	What was the aim of the Congress system established in 1815, and why
did it collapse so soon ?	^    ^	(lm '31, '32, nujb '32.)
15.	Tell the story of the winning of Belgian independence.
(lgs '22, '23, nujb '31.)
 16.	Account for the failure of the rising in Italy, 1820.	(lgs '23,)
 17.	By what means was Greek independence brought about ?
(lgs '25, cl '30, lm '30, nujb '31.)
18.	What part did Great Britain play in the establishment of Greek inde-
pendence ?	(lgs '24.)
19.	What was the importance in the Greek struggle for independence of Ali
of Janina, Hypsilanti, Canning, Alexander I ?	(ol '32.)
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